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About This Game

Dimension Drifter is a fast paced, ultra-violent action shooter.

Our timeline has collapsed and many didn't even notice. Since then, inexplicable mysteries started happening all over the world.
Strange sightings of objects and beings. Crop circles appeared. Cattle mutilation. Memories that didn't reflect reality anymore.

The list gets longer every day...

All of this was just the beginning. Since then, hundreds of years have passed. It all spiraled out of control. One day, strange
portals to another dimension have opened and Demons poured out. An endless war began. Some cities have created plasma

domes around them, protecting them from the eternal onslaught. But most now lie in ruins.

Some extraordinary people who were able to survive long enough in the ruins have harnessed special abilities. In the eye of the
public, these powers are deemed evil and it is said they are of demonic nature. These special people are outcasts, not allowed to

enter the Domes of safety anymore. They are called Drifters.

Features

Super fluid action gameplay. Tight controls compared with animation cancelling actions make you feel in absolute
control 100% of the time.
Brutal Action combined with a deep Pen&Paper RPG world. The World of Dimension Drifter has been created over a
period of 15 years as a Pen&Paper RPG foundation. Reveal more and more about the world as you progress through the
missions.
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Endless levels that are randomly arranged each time you play. But robots can't design intuitive maps. As a modern
mapper for the original Doom, I've added certain intelligence to the level creation to make it feel as humanly crafted as
possible. Each room piece is also designed by hand to give everything you see a manmade feel.
Thousands of randomized progression items. Like in Diablo and other loot-oriented games, the game offers almost
endless combinations of items you can find to improve your Drifter.
Visual character customization is also a great aspect of the game design. Choose between Male or Female Drifter and
have a lot of outfits to mix and match, with tons of colors to choose for each piece. I want the Drifter to be YOUR
OWN! However, during the very early Early Access time, this content may be limited to only a few options.
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Title: Dimension Drifter
Genre: Action, Indie, Early Access
Developer:
BlueEagle Productions
Publisher:
Paul Schneider
Release Date: 27 Sep, 2018

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

Requires a 64-bit processor and operating system

OS: Windows 10, Windows 8, Windows 7 64-bit

Processor: Quad-core Intel or AMD processor, 2.5 GHz or faster

Memory: 4 GB RAM

Graphics: NVIDIA GeForce 470 GTX / AMD Radeon 6870 HD or higher

DirectX: Version 11

Storage: 3 GB available space

Sound Card: Windows compatible

English
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Picked this game up. It isn't perfect but it's goddamn good and the combination of hilarity, great presentation (the announcer is
hilarious), and asymmetric play with the couch users is goddamn great.

The best part about it though? The HMD is a hot seat. Every player gets one chance in the HMD, and it makes sure everyone
gets a brief, hilarious, and engaging time. If you have friends, and you're looking for a good time, grab this game up quick. So
far the biggest surprise that has come out of my Vive for me.

Here's a clip of the hilarity we all experienced: https:\/\/youtu.be\/CpboeL7EVlU
. Everything is cool - everything.. Great Game,all you need to do is Buying it,If you like the history of the Seven Kingdoms &
Vikings without Undeath,Magic and Dragons.. Just played around with a buddy for an hour. Great game! Definitely gonna bust
this out at parties. Felt pretty balanced for the 1v1 action I tried and win ratio was about 50\/50 with each of us taking turns as
the boss. Was also cool to fight from the bosses perspective. Highly recommend this game. Can't wait to see the third planned
boss!

Note: I got this game for free because I had purchased the original, Nemesis Perspective. This feels much more polished and
balanced. Plus the second boss is really epic to play\/fight

Edit: Had some more people over today. Multiplayer action with 4 players is nuts! We kept switching off and had a couple more
hours of fun. This game is a gem in my VR library!. something tells me they made this for the purpose of getting gear crates for
the next expansion good on you neocore you're doing good and doing the Emperor's work in giving us a DLC that helps players
out for next expansion!. Honestly, I love the basic game, but the DLC feels like a "forced" extended campaign (I expected more
insight after the ending instead) and the balance of the new level 4 items is OFF entirely, they all have 1 charge per mission,
which kills the rewarding feeling you should have by obtaining them. Last but not least, level 3 items felt powerful but they
become really rare due to this DLC, I find myself prefering the old basic game rather than this
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soooo good, just beutiful, everything about this game just makes me happy!. Great game for the price! It's simple family fun.
Just time your dropped monster with the power gauge to make sure you make a big impact! One thing I really like about this
game is the option for an AI so you can play on your own if you can't find someone to play with you. I hate buying a game only
to find out you have to wait for someone to join your game. The graphics are super cute and it's fairly fast to learn. Even
without instructions, I was able to figure the game out after playing a few times. This game makes a nice break after doing some
chores! Perfect for friends or family! My honest opinion: Buy the game! It's only $4! Perfect for value! I didn't get a discount or
money for this review.

PROS;
Cute graphics
Fun for family and friends
Option for AI player or play with family\/friends
GOOD VALUE for money

CONS:
Needs explanation for CONTROLS and HOW TO PLAY
No Hard difficulty?

CONTROLS
S gives you the option of a special character (on bottom left-usually a whale or a yellow monster)
use your arrow keys on keyboard to move your monster (use the shadow to see where it will fall)
Press Space to drop your character
Pay attention to the power gauge on bottom right
Dropping your monster on barrel bombs helps knock other monsters out
Goal:Knock the other monsters out of the ring!
Make sure not to knock your own character out of the ring if you want points!

FUTURE IMPROVEMENTS
Developer needs to add controls and how to play.
I would like the option for less rounds (5 as a minimum instead of 10).
Add a hard difficulty (honestly just by adjusting the bounciness of the creatures to 10 would do the trick).
It is confusing who is who at the top of the page because the numbers change according to your points so one moment I was
player 1 then suddenly player 3 before I realized those were points not the player. I think there should be a player image up there
(you could have player 1 be a cat for example, player 2 whale, player 3 the yellow monster, player 4 a barrel bomb) or give
players the option to choose.

IDEAS
In the future, I would love to see more places added to play like a pirate ship or rainforest for example so maybe 5 options total.
And new challenges like bombs dropping and floors falling out. Or mini-games like playing tic tac toe by dropping monsters. or
paint a room by dropping monsters who splatter paint ect. It'd be cool if you could choose your character at the top of the screen
to make it easier to tell which player you are. And there could be a few more types of monsters or getting to choose what color
your monsters are. I think with just a few more features added (like 3 mini-games) this game price could easily go up in value
by a few dollars. I would say with a few improvements $7 would be good. You could have DLCs for things like 5 mini-games
for $5 or extra characters DLC for $4 if you want to keep the base game the same price but still want people willing to pay extra
for mini-games and extra features happy.

OVERALL: FOR SUCH A LOW PRICE, I WOULD BUY THIS GAME AGAIN!. Very nice loco, only things that I wish it
had is generator steam effect and footplate crew. If you have BR52 though, there is a modified cfg hanging somewhere on
german forums that lets you put its crew on this engine. The loco is kind of realistic to drive and well made. Has a lot of little,
unnoticable details, like reverser gear moving outside the loco when you work it.
Two passenger scenarios are very nice, but I think the freight one is simply unfair. (Mind that I've been playing in realistic mode
with pzb on). Very hard to keep up with the timetable, pretty much impossible.
I CAN'T RECOMMEND THIS DLC BECAUSE you'll probably be better off buying the Wutachtalbahn instead, since it
usually has a similar price and provides the same content as this, plus passenger coaches and...well...a route (athough kinda lazily-
made and with more unfair scenarios). So, Get it only if it's much, much cheaper than Wutachtalbahn and if you're not
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interested in getting DR coaches and a heritage route.
. I really do like this game, but it's basically Mega Man 1's Gameboy port as a fanhack to make it slightly harder.

- Sprites are too big
- Can't see very far ahead (Gameplay area is about the dimensions of a Gameboy screen)
- Enemies shoot you from off screen (You can shoot them when they spawn just offscreen too, but only after you memorize
their locations)
- Constant near-death jumps by spikes and double-jump points next to pits
- Weird double-jump\/swim mechanic when hopping on the surface of water like a ninja
- Good soundtrack (I've only listened to the remix version admittedly)

So it boils down to another indie game that remembers the NES\/Gameboy days for the difficulty and hardware limitations first
and the fun second. Because of that I can't recommend it to anyone.. Story was fun,really enjoyed it but gameplay was terrible.
It was so bad that i couldnt play it any longer than this. Moving around was buggy,spell tree was small, sometimes even if i read
the quest description i didnt have any clue what im supposed to do and where, fighting was weird very "indie" like,they surely
didnt put lots of money and time to make this game.

I could recommend this only to people that likes RPG\u00b4s with funny storyline and interesting characters and doesnt mind
small gameplay issues. 4\/10. This game would have been fun except for the awful controls and the lack of control
customisation. When I can get over the jankiness of the controls I can enjoy it but I'm always thinking how it could be better if i
could remap the keybinds. Might be better with a console controller but for PC users I wouldn't recommend it. On a sidenote I
enjoyed the different perspective on WWII the story took.
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